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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

DATES TO
REMEMBER
APRIL
Friday 27th
Advanced Public
Speaking - Year 6’s/
Classroom Helper’s
Course - session 4

MAY
Tuesday 1st
Prep 2019 Information
Evening - 7pm
Wednesday 2nd
NEVR Choir - Full Day
Rehearsal
(participating students)
Friday 4th
Grade 6 Excursion HMAS Castlemaine
Monday 7th
Curriculum Day
STUDENT FREE DAY
Wednesday 9th
Parent Network Meeting
Friday 11th

Mother’s Day Stall
Advanced Public
Speaking - Year 6’s

PUPIL FREE DAY
Don’t forget our pupil free day for Monday May 7 is coming up. On
that day, our whole staff will be undertaking professional learning on
the “SMART Spelling” program. Please mark this day in your diary.
ANZAC DAY
A special thank you to our Junior School Council, our School
Leaders and our choir for the service they ran on Tuesday here at
the school.
The flowers that were placed under the flag in the front of the
school, have been taken up to the Upwey Belgrave RSL.
As mentioned during the service, we don’t celebrate war but we
respectfully acknowledge the sacrifices our defence force men and
women have made for our country, both in the past and currently on
active service.
Lest we forget.
While on the ANZAC theme, our choir sang a beautiful song
called “The Last ANZAC.” I had some feedback from parents
that we should publish the lyrics, so parents can talk though
the sentiment with their children on how we should avoid
conflicts in our everyday lives. In my research of the lyrics, I
discovered the Last ANZAC song was written by Michael
Travers to perpetuate the memory of Alec Campbell, the last
surviving ANZAC who passed away in 2002.
Alec had a favourite saying 'Peace at home and peace to the world'.
He had experienced war and wanted to tell everyone how we should
try and avoid future conflicts. I think Mr. Campbell’s sentiments were
captured beautifully in the following lyrics:
Every year we remember,
In April and November,
The boats on the water, carrying the brave
They heard the deadly order to run through the water
It's time for you to jump boys
You're fighting to be free

And with every year a passing
Our nation's soul's been marching
Through country towns and city streets
Their memory lives on,
And when peaceful rays of sunlight
My face shine upon
I'm feeling somehow different cos'
The Last ANZAC's gone
If we need to solve a problem,
Can we talk it through?
Cos' water looks much better, better when it's blue
Remember the Last ANZAC
And how he cried for peace
Forever under gum trees
Blue skies over me

I ask myself the question
Time and time again,
The world is so much different
But some things stay the same,
As we ride treacherous waters
May our hearts calm the seas
Will we hold the ANZAC courage
And join our hands in peace?
And join our hearts in peace?
GRANDPARENT’S DAY
A date to mark in your diary, 2018 Grandparent’s Day on Tuesday May 22.
Due to the extra grades that we have at our school, last year we made some changes to the
format. With so many people attending, actually seeing the children perform had been
problematic. Therefore, once again, we have split the concert.
We will run the concert for Prep grandparents only at 10:45am in the hall. This will be followed by
a morning tea for all Grandparents at 11:00am.
At 11:30am, we will run the junior school concert for grade 1/2 grandparents.
Outside of the concerts, grandparents are invited to spend time with their grandchildren between
10:45am and 1:00pm.
Unlike other years, the school will not run a BBQ lunch. We encourage grandparents if they wish
to stay for lunch with their grandchild to bring along a hamper and if it’s a nice day, a picnic rug
and use our lovely grounds.
Time

Event

Where

For who?

10.45am

Prep concert

Hall

Prep Grandparents

11-11.30am

Morning tea

Grade ½ building or lower
basketball court if it’s a
nice day

All Grandparents

11.30am-12pm

Grade 1/2 concert

Hall

Grade 1/2 Grandparents

12-1pm

Classroom visits

Each child’s classroom

All Grandparents

We look forward to having lots of visitors in our school on May 22.

PREMIER’S READING CHALLENGE
Please keep your requests for a user name and password for the
Premier’s Reading Challenge coming in. Once we have received it, you will
receive the required information.
The Challenge encourages students to develop a lifelong love of reading
as well as developing important literacy skills. Students in Prep to Year 2
are challenged to read or ‘experience’ 30 books and students in Years 3 to
6 are challenged to read 15 books. If children are just learning to read, you
can help them to ‘experience’ books by reading to, or with, them and
talking about the story, text and pictures.
For more information about the Challenge, visit the website at
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/prc/
INFORMATION NIGHT FOR NEW PARENTS 2019 AND PREP 2019
A reminder to all parents that are thinking of enrolling their children at Tecoma PS in 2019 that
we have an Information Night on Tuesday May 1. The session is for new parents to the school in
2019 and will be hosted in the grade 1/2 building, beginning at 7pm. We will be discussing our
transition into Prep, readiness for school and the programs we run across the board at the
school. Look forward to seeing all new prospective parents here on the 1st.
After last weeks distribution of fliers at the kinders for the information night, we have had many
requests for enrolment forms. Please ensure you do fill in your enrolment forms as we do have
many families that will be enrolling siblings this year.
Enrolment forms can be downloaded from our website or you can pick one up from the front
office. School tours are always being conducted so if you know of family or friends who may be
interested in hearing more about a Tecoma education for their child please don’t hesitate to give
them our details.

TRIPLE ZERO HERO

On Monday at assembly, we heard about one of our Prep
students Charlotte. Charlotte was one of more than 30 young
people honoured last week for their heroic and life-saving
actions in the face of an emergency at the 14th annual Junior
Triple Zero Hero Awards.
Charlotte received an Emergency Services
Telecommunications Authority (ESTA) award for calling triple
zero when her mum fell, injured her hip and was unable to
move. Charlotte, despite being only 4, kept calm and knew
just what to do when faced with an emergency.
She calmly called triple zero, and then followed instructions from the operator until an ambulance
arrived.
Charlotte received awards from the Minister for Emergency Services, James Merlino and Minister
for Health, Jill Hennessy, and guest presenter,1999 AFL Brownlow Medallist and Channel Nine
presenter, Shane Crawford at a ceremony in Melbourne on Wednesday, 18 April 2018.
What a hero she is and a perfect reminder to all of us about the importance of teaching children
how to identify, confidently react to and report legitimate emergencies by calling triple zero.
We are very proud of you Charlotte!

THIS WEEK AT ASSEMBLY WE:








Handed out certificates to our Student of the Week award winners
Reminded everyone of the ANZAC Day service on Tuesday
Reminded everyone of the ANZAC Day public holiday on Wednesday
Reminded everyone of the Cross Country run on Thursday
Congratulated the grade 3/4 campers on their camp at FernGully Lodge and thanked all
the staff and parents who, by attending, made the camp possible
Heard a wonderful rendition of the song “Million Dreams”, sung by Tia, Elle and Lily
Heard some wonderful weekend achievements including our Triple Zero Hero Charlotte
(mentioned above).

See you around the school.
Rohan Thompson
Principal

This year, through BRAVE HQ, we are able to provide the services of a
psychologist to work at the school, providing on-site bulk billed counselling
services to our students.
This service is confidential and offered to all students.
Possible reasons to access this service for your child are:


Behavioural concerns, both at school and at home



Emotional problems such as anxiety, grief, depression, low self-esteem



School refusal



Family issues, such as separation/divorce, parenting difficulties,
parent-child or sibling relationships



Peer and social issues including bullying, peer relationships and social
skills



Developmental and academic concerns where appropriate.

To find out more about this service please pop in and see Di Double.

UNIFORM SHOP
Please note that the Uniform Shop is open on the following
days:
Tuesday Morning

8:45am to 9:15am

Wednesday Afternoon

3:15pm to 3:45pm

MUSIC LESSONS AT TECOMA P.S.
PRIVATE TUTORS
Drums/Singing/Other Instruments
Jordan Scotney
0408 881 395
Guitar
Juan Aravena

0402 688 836

Piano
Amanda Collins

0478 166 709

Violin
Lore Burns

0431 224 262

NEWS FROM MRS DOUBLE
CHILD SAFETY CODE OF CONDUCT
There are still a number of parents who need to sign our school’s Child Safety Code of Conduct
and arrange to get a Working with Children’s Check (WWCC) card. As stated in our Child Safety
Policy, all parents and all visitors who come into our school (especially our wonderful parents,
who contribute so much to our school community – through working bees, classroom helpers,
attending camps and excursion’s etc., etc., etc.) are required to hold a current WWCC card and
to sign Tecoma Primary School’s Code of Conduct. Forms were sent home to each family,
together with the Child Safety Policy, in the past, requesting all parents sign the form and return
it to the office. If you have not already done so, can you please collect another ‘Code of Conduct’
form from the office and complete the WWCC requirements online at http://
www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/.
We are keeping a register of all the parents/grandparents/volunteers and employees at the
school and we would love your name to be on it.
CLASSROOM HELPER’S COURSE
Tomorrow we will complete session 4 of our Classroom Helper’s Course. I would like to thanks
all the parents who attended the 4 sessions and then eagerly went into the classrooms to
complete their between session activities. At the assembly on Monday 30 th April, these
wonderful helpers will be presented with their certificates.
Please make sure you continue to visit the classrooms you have been working in and enjoy
spending time assisting in the Prep Classrooms.
NAPLAN:
The National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) is an annual
assessment for students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. It has been an everyday part of the school
calendar since 2008, and takes place in mid May each year.
NAPLAN tests the sorts of skills that are essential for every child to progress through school
and life, such as reading, writing, spelling and numeracy. The assessments are undertaken
nationwide, every year, in the second full week in May.
NAPLAN is made up of tests in the four areas (or ‘domains’) of:





Reading
Writing
language conventions (spelling, grammar and punctuation)
Numeracy

NAPLAN tests skills in literacy and numeracy that are developed over time through the school
curriculum. That means, from Prep, your child is learning skills in literacy and numeracy, which
will assist them when they sit for these tests in Years 3 and 5.
Over the next couple of weeks I will unpack the domains so that you have a greater
understanding of NAPLAN.
ENGLISH
The English part of the Victorian Curriculum requires students to be taught a variety of forms of
writing at school. The three main text types (previously called genres) that are taught are
imaginative writing – including narrative writing, informative writing and persuasive writing. In
the writing tests, students are provided with a ‘writing stimulus’ (sometimes called a prompt – an
idea or topic) and asked to write a response in a particular text type. To date the text types that
students have been tested on are narrative writing and persuasive writing. Informative writing
has not yet been tested by NAPLAN. The writing task targets the full range of student
capabilities expected of students from Years 3 to 9. The same marking guide is used to assess
all students' writing, allowing for a national comparison of student writing capabilities across
these year levels.

This week we will take a look at:

WRITING A PERSUASIVE TEXT
A ‘good’ persuasive text is made up of three parts:
An Introduction 
Which aims to get the reader’s attention by using a ‘hook’

Gives some background information about the topic

Contains a focus statement
The Body of the Argument –

Where the writer provides evidence to support the opinion offered in their statement in the
introduction.

The body should consist of at least three paragraphs. Each paragraph states a solid
reason which backs the claim in the original statement.

Since almost all issues have sound arguments on both sides of the question, a good
persuasive writer tries to anticipate opposing viewpoints and provide counter-arguments
along with the main points in the essay.

One of the three paragraphs should be used to discuss opposing viewpoints and your
counter-arguments.
The Conclusion –

Which restates the focus statement

Summarises the main points (so that the reader recalls the main points of the authors
argument)

Concludes with a personal comment or a ‘call for action’.
Assessing the writing task
Students’ writing will be marked by assessors who have received intensive training in the
application of a set of ten writing criteria. Test administration authorities in each state and
territory are responsible for the marking of the writing tests within their jurisdictions. All markers
across Australia use the same marking rubric, receive the same training and are subject to the
same quality assurance measures.
Marking criterion

Description of persuasive writing marking criterion

Audience

The writer’s capacity to orient, engage and persuade the reader

Text structure

The organisation of the structural components of a persuasive text (introduction,
body and conclusion) into an appropriate and effective text structure

Ideas

The selection, relevance and elaboration of ideas for a persuasive argument

Persuasive devices

The use of a range of persuasive devices to enhance the writer’s position and
persuade the reader

Vocabulary

The range and precision of contextually appropriate language choices

Cohesion

The control of multiple threads and relationships across the text, achieved through
the use of grammatical elements (referring words, text connectives, conjunctions)
and lexical elements (substitutions, repetitions, word associations)

Paragraphing

The segmenting of text into paragraphs that assists the reader to follow the line of
argument

Sentence structure

The production of grammatically correct, structurally sound and meaningful
sentences

Punctuation

The use of correct and appropriate punctuation to aid the reading of the text

Spelling

The accuracy of spelling and the difficulty of the words used

Why not have some ‘healthy debates’ with your children and see how they go!

Good luck!
Enjoy your week
Di Double
Quote of the week:
‘Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of
all, love of what you are doing or learning to do’.

OFFICE NEWS





Any parent that has a health care card or pension
card, you are entitled to the Camp, Sports and
Excursion Fund for your child/ren. CSEF Forms
can be collected from the school office.
Term 2 Levies will be going out soon. Please look out for these.
Student Information Amendments will be going out this Term. If
you have changed jobs, phone numbers or moved house,
please let us know.

Many thanks,

Karin, Heather & Anthea
The Office Gals

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
Over the next few months a couple of our regular Reading Room
volunteers will be travelling overseas.

Do you have 2 hours spare, where you could step into the Reading
Room between 9:00 – 11:00 to help students with their learning?
1 volunteer is needed for next Tuesday 1st May for 1 session.
A volunteer is also needed on a Thursday morning, from 3rd May
(next week) through to 14th June (6 weeks in total)
If you are able to help with any short term (or the longer term),
can you please pop in and see Di
Thank you

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

Prep C

Finley T

Finley has settled in to Term 2 so well. He has been working hard on
his problem solving skills and has been making excellent choices during
class and play times. It has been a pleasure to see you so happy at
school this term Finely. Keep up the great work!

Prep K

Sienna N

You have been so focused on your learning this term Sienna. You are
listening attentively at mat time and ensuring your work is completed
to a high standard every time. Keep it up Sienna! :-)

Prep W

Dane B

Dane has been working so hard to improve his handwriting and letter
formation. He has been doing his personal best to press harder with his
pencil and to have a go at writing letters he is less familiar with.
Good job Dane, keep it up!

Prep Y

Laura M

Laura has been putting a fabulous amount of effort into all of our
classroom activities. She starts her work promptly, puts 100% in and is a
fantastic role model to those around her!

1P

Slava S

Congratulations Slava for your magnificent achievement in reaching
Level 24 in reading so early in the year! It is great to see Slava’s
dedication and determination in practising her reading and retelling
the stories to develop her comprehension too. It is also good to see
how much Slava loves literature and reading for pleasure in class.

1R

Clancy T

Clancy has done a fabulous job at planning and writing his narrative
story. He included a Sizzling Start, a detailed description of his
characters and setting, as well as an interesting problem of not being
able to find the ingredients for his cake. I was very impressed by your
creative approach Clancy, well done!

1R

Alayna A

Alayna has such a positive attitude towards her learning. She always
does her personal best, works extremely hard in class and has fantastic
reading habits at home. Already reaching an amazing 75 nights of
reading. Well done Alayna, keep up the fantastic work!

1V

Jaxon S

For always cooperating during class.
Jaxon, you are great at listening to instructions, being ready for each
activity and helping your classmates when they need a hand.
What a great role model you are Jaxon!

2M

Charlie E

Charlie has put a huge amount of effort into her story about a hero.
She has gone about the planning, drafting and editing with a high level
of energy. This is how Charlie approaches all of her learning.
Well done!

2N

Mali B

Mali has been working so hard with his reading. He is using the
reading strategies beautifully and can be very proud of how well
he is doing.

2N

Ollie O

Go Ollie! What a wonderful reading record you have! You are the first
person in our room to reach 75 nights of reading. Great work Ollie and
keep reading, reading, reading!

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

3GN

Everleigh G

Everleigh tries hard at all times, showing perseverance when working
on new skills. She did a great job consolidating telling 1/4 to and 1/4
past times.

3M

Matilda P

Matilda’s ‘give it a go’ attitude at camp was just amazing. She tackled
her fears and completed all the activities, even the Giant Swing. She
supported her group, encouraged others and she was a positive team
member. Well done Matilda!

3W

Samuel C

4D

Carus G

4D

Cooper G

Sam wanted to create a fabulous ANZAC wreath. He worked so hard
on it but he ran out of time and volunteered to stay in over lunch to
complete it. He then added 3D flowers and coloured carefully.
It WAS fabulous. Well done.
For working cooperatively and positively on camp. I was impressed and
amazed with Carus’ positive attitude. No challenge was too big or small
for him and he was able to problem solve with a variety of other
students. Congratulations Carus.
For being amazing on camp. Cooper definitely came out of his shell on
camp and it was wonderful to see his personality shine! He gave every
activity a go and never gave up. Congratulations Cooper.

4V

Kelly T

For encouraging and supporting those in his camp group. Kelly, you
worked well in your team and praised those who were pushing
themselves on the leap of faith. Keep up the kindness towards others!

4V

Olivia C

For pushing herself on camp and stepping out of her comfort zone.
Olivia challenged herself on activities and had a go, even when she
didn’t always feel comfortable. Well done on having such a positive
attitude and doing your best no matter what!

5G

Emily B

5G

Carys MM

Emily is a very conscientious student who is kind to everyone and
works well in groups. In Reader’s Theatre, Emily was not able to have
the script she wanted and her co-readers were not her closest friends,
however, she very happily, actively participated in her reading group.
These actions showed great resilience and she proved herself as an
exceptional example of bouncing back and giving everything a go.
Keep it up Emily!
Carys always treats others as she would like to be treated and ensures
that she is doing the right thing at all times. She is a great role model
to her fellow students and is always willing to help others. She focuses
and processes all information when listening and is able to think
outside the box to come up with solutions to problems. This was
evident when Carys explained her understanding of the generational
impact on non-renewable energy usage to the whole class. Carys was
able to express her ideas confidently in a way that helped others learn a
concept that is difficult to grasp. Thank you Carys!

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

5R

Charlie F

Charlie demonstrated his understanding of measurement in maths
when he investigated if it was better to win a linear metre of $2 coins
or a square metre of 5c coins. Using very precise measurements to the
millimetre, he was able to determine his preferred prize.
Well done Charlie on your amazing effort!

5R

Mia G

Mia, I was very impressed when you showed forethought and
compassion to your fellow classmates while playing the resources
game. You could have been ‘greedy’ and used lots of our nonrenewable energy source, but you chose to think of others first. Well
done Mia, what a great mindset to have.

6F

Shelby H

Shelby was an excellent example of a leader at the Grade 6 excursion to
the 1000 Steps for the annual ANZAC service. She delivered the poem
‘In Flanders Fields’, along with Heath, speaking clearly, slowly and with
expression and confidence. Thank you for representing Tecoma
Primary school so beautifully Shelby!

6F

Ronan C

Ronan has come back in Term 2 with a real desire to learn, sharing his
knowledge and sense of humour with his fellow classmates, showing
enjoyment and engagement in the various programs that Grade 6
offers. He was able to offer terrific answers during a session about the
Victoria Cross and demonstrated his quick wit in our first Advanced
Presentation Skills lesson. Great attitude to learning Ronan, keep it up!

6M

Ryan L

6M

Ashley G

As the school captain, Ryan has represented Tecoma Primary School
with pride. Ryan has participated in extra roles as school captain; at the
ANZAC services, on excursions and in class. Ryan always ensures he is
prepared and respected in the role. Ryan you represent a kind
person who is successfully fulfilling the role of school captain. You are
a wonderful role model to all of the students here at Tecoma.
Ashley has consistently committed himself to his learning. He
continues to never give up, challenge himself and helps other students.
Ashley you always complete the set tasks and effectively implement
any suggestions or feedback required. I admire your persistence and
ability to remain on task to complete your work. Well done Ashley!

JAPANESE

Maeve B

Maeve-san (Miss. Maeve) has been practising the new greeting phrases
since the beginning of term 2. She was able to answer Masae-sensei’s
question: “genki desu ka? (How are you?)” with an appropriate answer
and asked the same question to Masae-sensei to keep the conversation
going. Excellent job!
In every lesson she has a new or well-practised phrase to show!
よくできました！(Yo-ku de-ki-ma-shi-ta ! : Well done!)

